Salad makes the meal: 150 simple and inspired salad recipes everyone will love
by Wiley Mullins
Provides a wide range of salad ideas for a variety of meals and occasions, in a volume that includes such dishes as Roasted Beet Salad with Goat Cheese and Walnut Dressing, Curried Chicken Salad with Mushrooms and Wild Rice, and Thai Beef Salad with Soy-Lime Dressing.

Cooking Light Big Book of Salads
by Shaun Chavis
Showcases a plethora of salads, from simple side salads to giant, meal-size creations.

The Everything Salad Book
by Aysha Schurman
Each simple guide offers a clear overview of all the information one needs to know about a particular topic, making learning something new easy, accessible, practical and affordable.

Around the World in 120 Salads: Fresh, Healthy, Delicious
by Katie Caldesi
Presents a collection of healthful salad recipes from around the world, including spiced green beans with tomatoes from Kuwait, hot spicy shrimp meet cool cucumber salad from Spain, and fish tacos with shredded cabbage from Mexico.

Food52 Mighty Salads: 60 new ways to turn salad into dinner-and make-ahead lunches, too
by Book Author
The editors of the culinary website Food52 offer recipes for making 60 delicious and hearty salads, including Grilled Peach and Apricot Salad with Kale and Prosciutto, Charred Okra Succotash Salad and Steak and Tossed Salsa Verde Salad.

Salad love
by David Bez
Showcasing a year’s worth of weekday recipes, here's how to make one new salad every day, in a cookbook that pairs vibrant photos with accompanying recipes.

Super Salads: More than 250 fresh recipes from classic to contemporary
by Reader’s Digest Association
Introduces more than 250 delicious recipes for an assortment of flavorful and healthy salads that are perfect for meat lovers and vegetarians alike.

Salad Samurai: 100 cutting-edge, ultra-hearty, easy-to-make salads you don’t have to be vegan to love
by Terry Hope Romero
Taking readers through the seasons, this guide to making delicious and healthy entree salads introduces a versatile world of meatless, dairy-free dishes built on whole-food ingredients and includes recipes for flavorful dressings that pack quite a punch.

Saladish: a crunchier, grainier, herbier, heartier, tastier way with vegetables
by Ilene Rosen
A collection of seasonally organized recipes for creative salads and vegetable dishes that blend a wide range of ingredients, flavors, and textures, features.
Salad for dinner: simple recipes for salads that make a meal
by Tasha DeSerio
“Salad for lunch? Salad for dinner? It’s easy - and delicious - to turn salads into main meals with this original collection of recipes that are easy enough for one and special enough for a crowd, salads as a main course will be showing up on tables everywhere.

Salmagundi: a celebration of salads from around the world
by Sally Butcher
Salmagundi is a 17th century English expression denoting a salad dish comprising, well... everything. Here are more than 150 salad recipes from around the world.

Salad as a meal: healthy main-dish salads for every season
by Patricia Wells
The award-winning author of Vegetable Harvest provides 150 recipes for a full range of salads, as well as ideas for appetizers and soups.

Salads: beyond the bowl. extraordinary recipes for everyday eating
by Mindy Fox
Presents a collection of salad recipes that star ingredients ranging from fruits and vegetables to legumes, meat, and fish, and offers advice on tossing the perfect salad.

Salad for dinner: complete meals for all seasons
by Jeanne Thiel Kelley
Collects recipes for vegetarian and entree salads, including pea and orecchiette salad, lobster salad, chicken and orange salad, and duck confit salad.

Ensalmadas/ salad
by Georgeanne Brennan
A luscious cookbook features more than forty updated recipes, broken down by seasonal specialties to make it easy to find the perfect dish to suit any occasion, for a number of taste-tempting salad dishes, all complemented by full-color photography.

Substantial salads: 100 healthy and hearty main courses for every season
by Caroline Hofberg
Collects recipes for one hundred salads, including warm apple salad with turkey, tomato salad with mozzarella toast, potato salad with smoked salmon and shrimp, and autumn salad with pickled mushrooms.

Plant, cook, eat!: a children’s cookbook
by Joe Archer
Explains how to plant seeds, harvest fruits and vegetables, determine which plant parts are edible, spot pests in the garden, and use crops to cook—from bean and bacon spaghetti to polenta chips to tomato, feta, and basil pizza.

Substantial salads: beyond the bowl. extraordinary recipes for everyday eating
by Mindy Fox
Presents a collection of salad recipes that star ingredients ranging from fruits and vegetables to legumes, meat, and fish, and offers advice on tossing the perfect salad.

Plant, cook, eat!: a children’s cookbook
by Joe Archer
Explains how to plant seeds, harvest fruits and vegetables, determine which plant parts are edible, spot pests in the garden, and use crops to cook—from bean and bacon spaghetti to polenta chips to tomato, feta, and basil pizza.

Year-round indoor salad gardening
by Peter Burke
Instructions for growing salad greens throughout the year indoors using nothing more than a window sill and a cupboard.

How to grow food
by Richard Gianfrancesco
Here is the information you need to create a productive food garden to save money and enjoy the taste and nutrition of home-grown fruits and veggies.

Salad leaves for all seasons
by Charles Dowding
The definitive book on salad growing shows how to have tasty salad leaves all year round in a garden, balcony or windowsill.

The speedy vegetable garden
by Mark Diacono
Techniques for growing and harvesting fast-germinating varieties of baby vegetables and sprouts, and features recipes that use the vegetables.

Indoor kitchen gardening
by Elizabeth Millard
Teaches you how to grow microgreens, sprouts, herbs, mushrooms, tomatoes, peppers and more—all inside your own home, where you won’t have to worry about season changes or weather conditions.